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Included are 8 videos plus an informative preface with pointers and performing
tips!

McDonald's Aces is a time-honored gemstone...one of the finest routines ever
created...and so easy to do!

Learn all about the one-armed magician, "Mac" McDonald, his traveling magic
show with Louis Tannen, and Mac's performance of McDonald's Aces for
Presidents and European Royalty!

This is not just a trick...or just an assembly - it is an entire elegant routine with a
number of revelations, from beginning to end - the perfect opener or closer!

You will be proud to perform this beautiful routine!

Extra! also included are 2-1/2 pages of the elegant history of the Jacks, or
Knaves for your patter!

FREAK OUT! In addition is this monstrous ESP routine! This is as close to real
ESP and mind-reading as it gets - and it is simplicity itself! No sleights!

THIS IS DEFINITELY A MAGICIAN-FOOLER!

Here is what the spectator sees...

An ordinary deck of cards is shuffled. The spectator cuts the deck and the other
half is immediately cased!
(This is what fools magicians - they're thinking "WTF!")

She next memorizes the card at the face of the packet and then she shuffles that
half, and places it aside. The performer TRULY has no idea what the selection is!
The spectators can "burn" your hands!

The seer has not ONCE looked at any of the cards...yet, he looks into her eyes -
and tells her what the name of her selection is! Her jaw will DROP!
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There are no stooges, no peeks, no glimpses, no shiners, no gaffs, no TV Magic
cards, no nothing...and yet, the performer is 100% correct every time...and best
of all, this brilliant routine is ridiculously easy to do!

Download and learn from Paul!
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